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We consider the existence of homoclinic orbits for a first order Hamiltonian 
system 
i = JH,(t, z). 
We assume H(t, z) is of form H(t, z) = ;(A, z) + JV(t, z), where A is a symmetric 
matrix with a(JA) n iR = 0 and W’(t, z) is Zn-periodic in t and has superquadratic 
growth in z. We prove the existence of a nontrivial homoclinic solution z,(t) and 
subharmonic solutions (z,(f)),,, (i.e., 2nT-periodic solutions) of (HS) such that 
z,(f) + z,(f) in Ci,,([w, IW2N) as T+ 00. d 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the first order Hamiltonian system 
i(t) = Jff,(t, z(t)), WS) 
where . = d/d& z = (z,, . . . . zZN) E lRzN, 
and H(t,z)~C1(RxRzN, R). We denote by (., .) the standard inner 
product in RZN and throughout this paper we assume H(t, z) has the form 
H(t, z) = $(Az, z) + W(t, z), (0.1) 
where 
(A) A is a 2Nx 2N symmetric matrix such that 
a(JA)nilR=~ 
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and W(t, z) is a 2rr-periodic and globally superquadratic function; more 
precisely W( t, z) satisfies 
(Wl) W(Z,Z)EC1(RXR ) 2NR) is 2n-periodic in t and W(t, 0) = 0, 
(W2) there is a p > 2 such that 
pW(t, z) d (WAC z), z) for all (2, z) E R x R2N, 
(W3) there are olap and k, >O such that 
k, lzl”6 WC, z) for all (t, z) E R x lR2N, 
(W4) there are k,, k, > 1 such that 
I Wz(t, z)l < kA WAG z), z) + k, forall (t,z)~lRxR~~, 
(W5) W,(t, z)=o(Iz]) at z=O uniformly in tE R. 
Under the above conditions, we study the existence of (nontrivial) 
homoclinic orbits emanating from 0. In other words, we consider the 
existence of solutions of (HS) such that 
z(t) + 0 as ItI + 00. (0.2) 
We remark that 0 is an equilibrium point of (HS). 
The existence of homoclinic orbits is studied by Coti-Zelati, Ekeland, 
and S&C: [2] and Hofer and Wysocki [6]. More precisely, under the con- 
ditions of (A), (Wl), (W2), (W3) with a=~, and 
(W4’) there is a k, > 0 such that 
I w;(t, z)l <k, IzI~-~ for all (t, z) E R x R2N, 
and strict convexity of W(t, z) with respect o z, [2] used a dual variational 
formulation and obtained the existence of homoclinic orbits. On the other 
hand, [6] studied (HS) under conditions (A), (Wl), (W2), (W3) with 
c( = p, and (W4’). They used first order elliptic system and nonlinear 
Fredholm operator theory and obtained the existence of a homoclinic 
orbit. See also [l, 5,9-121 for similar problems for second order 
Hamiltonian systems. We remark that (W4) is a weaker condition than 
(W4’) under the conditions (W2) and (W3). 
In this paper, we take another approach to this problem. We study the 
convergence of subharmonic solutions to a nontrivial homoclinic solution; 
that is, we consider 2rcT-periodic solutions zr(t) ( TE N) of (HS), which 
possess some minimax characterization, and try to pass to the limit as 
T+ 00. 
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In the case where A satisfies 
(A’) A is a 2N x 2N symmetric matrix such that 
cr(JA)ni[W#@, 
the behavior of (~~(2))~~~ as T-+ co is studied by Rabinowitz [7] and 
Felmer [4]. They showed 
llzT(t)llP -+ 0 as T+co (0.3) 
under suitable conditions on kV’(t, z) and eigenvalues of JA. 
Under the assumption (A), we remark that 0 E [WZN is a hyperbolic point 
of (HS) and (0.3) cannot take place in our setting of the problem (see 
Proposition 2.8 below). The main purpose of this paper is to prove the 
following theorem, which is in contrast to the result of [4,7] and also 
ensures the existence of a homoclinic orbit of (HS). 
THEOREM 0.1. Assume (A) and (Wl )-( WS). Then there is a sequence 
(zT(t))TGN c C’((w, IW2N) of solutions of (HS) such that 
(i) zT(t) is a 27tT-periodic solution of (HS); 
(ii) there are constants m, M> 0 independent of TE N such that 
md z,)-H(t,z,) dt<M; 1 
(iii) moreouer (zT(t))TEN is compact in the following sense: for any 
sequence of integers T, -+ co, there is a subsequence (T,,,) and a (nontrivial) 
homoclinic orbit z,(t) emanating from 0 such that 
ZTJt) + z,(t) in C :,,( IX, [WZN). 
Remark. In the case where W(t, z) does not depend on t E Iw, the 
conclusion of the above theorem holds without assumption (W4). That is, 
THEOREM 0.2. Assume (A), (Wl)-(W3), (W5), and W(z) is independent 
of t E [w. Then the conclusion of Theorem 0.1 holds. 
We also remark that the convergence of 2nT-periodic solutions to a non- 
trivial homoclinic orbit is obtained for a second order Hamiltonian system 
by Rabinowitz [lo] and our work is largely motivated by it. 
The proofs of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 are given in the following sections. 
In Section 1, we deal with 2xT-periodic solutions of (HS); we introduce a 
variational formulation and minimax procedure and we prove the existence 
of 2rrT-periodic solutions z,(t) of (HS). At the same time, we obtain 
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uniform estimates (from above and from below) of corresponding critical 
values. In Section 2, we get uniform estimates of z*(f) and pass to the limit 
as T--f cc and complete the proofs of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. Finally in 
Section 3, we give a proof to Proposition 1.1; we study properties of the 
operator J(d/dt) + A, especially the LP-boundedness of some projection 
operators related to J(d/dt) + A. These properties are used in Sections 1 
and 2 without proof. 
1. 271 T-PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
1.1. Variational Formulation and Functional Framework 
In this section we study the problem 
where TE N. 
i = JH,( t, z), in R, (HS:T) 
z( t + 27cT) = z(t), in R, 
Since the growth rate of W(t, z) as IzI + 00 is not restricted, we 
introduce modification of W(t, z) as in [S, Chapter 63. Let K> 1 and 
~K(~)~C~([W,[W)suchthat~K(~)=1for~~K,~~(~)=Ofor~~K+1,and 
X~(S)E [ -2,O] for SE [K, K+ 11. Set 
where 
wt, z) 
rK= max ~ 
K<lzlGK+l IZlcL 
(ak,). 
Then wK(t, z, satisfies (Wl )-(W5) with k, replaced by 
maxIk3, maxI s 1,rc[W I W,(t, z)l }. We denote the replaced constant by k3 
again. 
First, we find 2nT-periodic solutions of the problem 
i=J(Az+ WKz(t, z)), in R, (HS:T,K) 
z(t+27cT)=z(t), in R. 
There is one-to-one correspondence between solutions of (HS:T,K) and 
critical points of the functional 
I,K(z)=fj2Z~(-J~-Az,z)dt-j2~T W,(t,z(t))dt. 
0 0 
(1.1) 
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So we seek for a nontrivial critical point ~~,~(t) of Z,,(z). Later in 
Section 2, we get estimates [Iz,~( t)l/ Lm < K,, where K0 does not depend on 
TE N and K>, 1; that is, we find ~~,~(t) is a solution of (HS:T) for Kk Ko. 
In what follows, for pi [l, co) we denote by L& the space of 27cT- 
periodic functions R’ -+ lR2j” whose pth powers are integrable on (0, 27cT). 
We use the notations 
> 
UP 
I4t)l p dt (1.2) 
and 
(Z, W)2nT = j-ITT (z(t)> ‘dt)) dt (1.3) 
for z E L& and w E L&- with l/p + l/p = 1. 
Let 4DZaT= - (J(d/dt) + A): D(QZnT) c LinT + LiKT be a self-adjoint 
operator under periodic boundary conditions. In Section 3 we show 
(-% a) n a(@2,T) = 0 for some a > 0. (1.4) 
We consider the absolute value /D2J of @2RT. and let 
E Z,ZT=~(I@Z,CT~~‘~) 
and 
II4 Esn~= 111@2nT1”2Z11L;,, for z E E2nT. 
BY (1.4) E2nr has an orthogonal decomposition, 
E 2nT=E&T@E~T9 (1.5) 
where the quadratic form z w (@ 2,+, z)ZnT is positive (resp. negative) 
definite on EAT (resp. EGO). We denote by 
P&T: Eanr + EkT (1.6) 
the corresponding orthogonal projections. Then we have 
(@2nTZv Z)2nT= IIp,+,Tzll &- IIp;TIizE,,, for all z E EZnT. 
We can see 
Z,,,(z) =; (@2nTZ, Z)*nT- 5 
2nT 
WK(f, 2) dt 
0 
The following properties of E2nT and P&T are proved in Section 3. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. (i) Let Hi/,: be a completion of span{ ueU”T + 
Ee -ijriT; jg Z, a E c2N} under the norm 
where 
z(t) = 1 aj$*lT (UjEC2", apj=iij). 
jth 
Then EZnT = Hi/,‘= and there are constants cO, cb > 0 independent of TE N 
such that 
co II&$< llZlIE2nT< cb llzllH;fT (1.8) 
for all z E E2nT. 
(ii) For any p E [2, CD), there is a constant cp > 0 independent of 
TE N such that 
IIZII L& G cp Ml Eznr forall z E E2nT. (1.9) 
Moreover, the embedding EznT + L& is compact for all TE N and 
PE CT co). 
(iii) For any p E (1, oo), there is a constant C, > 0 independent of TE N 
such that 
IIp2’,TzII L&G c, llzll L& for all z E ElrrT. (1.10) 
By (1.7) and (ii) of Proposition 1.1, we have Z,,(Z)E C1(E2nT, R). 
Moreover we have the Palais-Smale compactness condition. This condition 
is required when we apply minimax methods to Z,,(z). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Under the assumptions (A), (Wl b(W2), ZT,K(~) 
satisfies the following Palais-Smale compactness condition: 
(P.S.) Whenever a sequence (zj),??? , in EZnT satisfies, for some M > 0, 
lzT,K(zj)l < hf for alli? 
Z>,K(~j) + 0 in ET,= us j-+ 00, 
there is a subsequence of (z,),?, which converges in EZlrT. 
Proof As in [S, Chapter 63. u 
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1.2. Minimax Procedure 
To find a nontrivial critical point of Z,,(z), we use the following 
proposition which is a special case of a theorem of Rabinowitz [8, 
Theorem 5.291. In what follows, Z?,(E) denotes the open ball of radius r in 
a Hilbert space E and BB,(E) denotes its boundary. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let E be a real Hilbert space with an inner product 
( ., .). Suppose E admits an orthogonal decomposition E = E + @ E - and 
Z(u) E C’(E, Iw) satisfies the Palais-Smale compactness condition (P.S.) and 
the following conditions: 
1” Z(u)=$(P+u-P-u,u)+b(u), where P’: E--+E’ are the 
orthogonal projections and b’(u) is compact, 
2” there are constants m, p > 0 such that ZlaBp(E+) 3 m, and 
3” there is an eEdB1(E+) and R>p such that 
Zl,NGO, 
where N={u+re;uEB,(E-),O<r<R}. 
Then Z(u) possesses a critical value b > m which can be characterized as 
b= inf sup Z(h(1, u))>m, 
htr ueN 
where 
Here 
Z={h~C([O,l]xE,E);hsati$es(Z,)-(Z,)}. (1.11) 
(Z,) h(O,u)=ufor all UGN, 
(Z,) h(t,u)=uforuEaNandtE[O,l], and 
(r,) h(t, u) = ee(Gu)(p+ -P-J u+K(t,u), where ~EC([O,~]XE,[W) and 
K is compact. 
We apply the above proposition to Z=Z,,, E* = E& and e=eTE 
P&q, where cp E C,“((O, 27r), IWZN) is a function such that 
4-t-A 
(We extend cp to (0,271T) -+ [W2N by setting q =0 on [2x, 2nT) and we 
regard it as a 2rrT-periodic function on [w.) 
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LEMMA 1.4. (i) There are constants a,, a2 >O independent of TE N 
such that 
aI G lleTll~,zrG a2 for all TE N. (1.12) 
(ii) For any PE (1, co), there are constants a3,p, a4,p > 0 independent 
of T E N such that 
a3, p d IleTll qT Q a4, p for all TE N. (1.13) 
Proof: (i) For any TEN, we have 
= -J-$A 
This follows the left hand side inequality of (1.12). Using (1.8), we have 
IleT/12,,~T= llP&-(~Il&~d II44&,, 
Gcb IlrpIl:Iypcb llqll;;z, 
= cb s :‘(lpl”+Jcil’)dt~a~<~. 
Thus we get the right hand side inequality of (1.12). 
(ii) By (1.12) and (1.9), we have the right hand side inequality of 
(1.13). To get the left hand side inequality, we observe for l/p + l/q = 1 
lIP,fTcp IILgT (j-1” l(J;+A) ~~‘dt)‘” 
+A~-w, -(,$+A) Ip>,,,+, -(,:+A) (P)2nl 
= -J$-A 
> > 
up, up dt. 
Hence we have 
We remark that e, # 0 follows from Lemma 1.4. 
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By the compactness of the embedding EZnT+ L&, Z,,(z) satisfies the 
assumption 1” of Proposition 1.3. Next we verify the assumptions 2” and 3” 
of Proposition 1.3. 
LEMMA 1.5. For K> 1, there are constants pK, m,>O independent of 
TE N such that 
Z,,,(z) 2 mK for all z E ELT with llzll E2n7= pK. 
Proof: From (W2), we can see 
(1.14) 
W,Y(t, z) G IzIP W,(t, z) ,I,= !zJER (K+ l)p 
=r,(K+ l)“pp IzIp 
for (z( <K+ 1. 
By the definition of WK(t, z), W,(t, z)= rK lzla for IzI >K+ 1. Thus we 
have 
WK(t, z) d r,(K+ l)“-” IzIp + rK lzla 
Hence we have for z E E&- 
for all (t, z) E R x RZN. (1.15) 
Z,,(z) = t Ilzll $nT- 5 2nT W,c(tr z) dt 0 
B t llzll;*nT- rdK+ l)“p” llzll”,;~T-r, llzll&. 
BY (1.9), 
Z&)2 f l1412E2nT-c~rX(K+ l)“-fl l14/~2nT-C3-K ll4l&. 
Therefore we get (1.14) for sufficiently small pK > 0 and mK > 0. 1 
LEMMA 1.6. There is a constant R > 0 which is independent of TE N and 
K> 1 such that 
where 
N T,R= {U+reTE&nT; u E BR(E2iT), 0 <r < R}. 
Moreover there is a constant A4 > 0 which is independent of TE N and K > 1 
such that 
SUP I,,(z)<M forall T~NandK>l. 
is NT.R 
(1.16) 
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ProojI For z=u+re,(uEEGT, r>O), we have from (W3) that 
Z,Au + reT) = f llerll iznT -~llull~*~~-S21rW~(t,U+re,)dt 
0 
G g IleTll i2,r -; Ilull & -k, Ilu+reTllF;nT. 
By (l.lO), we have 
r IleT L;rT = IIP,+,Au + re,)ll L;rTQ 2, Ilu + reTI Lz,T. 
Thus we have 
r2 2 Z,,(u + reT) Gy IleA E2.T -I l142E,,,-~kl(G-‘ra llerll~;zT. 2 
We can easily deduce the desired results from Lemma 1.4. 1 
Now we can apply Proposition 1.3 to Z,,(z) and we get 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Assume (A) and (W 1 )-( W3). Then, for any T E N and 
K> 1, there is a nontrivial critical point z=,~(?) E EZnT of Z,,(z) (i.e., a 2nT- 
periodic solution of (HS : T, K)) and its critical value b,, = Z,,(z,,) is 
characterized as 
b T,K= id sup Z,,,(h(l,z))~m,s-0, (1.17) 
hsfr zsN~,,, 
where rT is defined in a similar way to (1.11). Moreover there are constants 
mK> 0 independent of TE N, and M> 0 independent of TE N and K> 1 
such that 
m,<b,,.=Z,,(z.,)<M 3 1 forall T~NandK>,l. (1.18) 
Proof: We need only to prove the right hand side inequality of ( 1.18). 
Since id E ZT, we have from (1.17) that 
b,,,G sup Zr,&). 
ZENT,R 
By (1.16), we obtain (1.18). 
Remark 1.1. A regularity argument shows ~=,~(t) E C’(R, R2N). See [S, 
Chapter 63. 
2. UNIFORM ESTIMATES AND LIMIT PROCESS FOR zr(t) 
In this section, first we get an L” estimate of zT K(f)r which is indepen- 
dent of TE N and K > 1. That is, we see for sufftciently large K0 B 1 that 
zT, Kn( t) is a 2rcT-periodic solution of the original equation (HS : T) for each 
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TE IV. Second, we establish further uniform estimates of zT,+(t) and pass 
to the limit as T + co and complete the proof of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. 
In what follows, we denote by C, C,, C, , . . . . various constants which are 
independent of TE N and K > 1. 
2.1. Uniform L” Estimates of ~=,~(t) 
Let ~~,~(t) be a 2xT-periodic soluton of (HS :T, K) obtained in Proposi- 
tion 1.7; especially we have 
G,K(ZT,K) = 0, (2.1) 
Z,,(Z~,~) E Cm,, Ml for all TE N and K> 1. (2.2) 
The purpose of this subsection is to get the following 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume (A), (W 1 t( W4). Then there is a constant 
C, > 0 independent of T E N and K 3 1 such that 
lIZT.Kll L& 6 c, (2.3) 
for all TEN and Ka 1. 
To prove the above Proposition, we need two lemmas. To state the first 
one, we introduce the following norm (I.11 L;zr+ Lg7 into the space LinT: 
llf~~~ll.:,,+.~,=~~f~Ilfi~~~llL:,~+ lIf,(t)llL2”,T; 
f(t) =fi(t) +f,(t) withf,(t) E -&-, f,(t) E L&}. 
Clearly II . II L;zT+ L2”,r satisfies 
Ilf II &+ L;;T Q II f II L;~~ d hi’- II f II LinT+ LgT 
for allfELinTand TEN. 
LEMMA 2.2. There is a constant C2 > 0 independent of TE N and K> 1 
such that 
II WKz(t, ZT.K(f))ll L&+ L&G c2 for all TEN andK> 1. 
Proof We have from (2.1), (2.2) and (W2) for WK(tr Z) that 
M> ZTJAZT,,) -; Zl,&T,K) ZT,K 
2 (w,;(t, ZT,K), ZT,K) - w,(t, zT,K,) dt 
(w,(t, zT,K)> ZT,K) 4 
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i.e., 
s 0 
Setting 
i 
mink, I W&, +Af))l > WKZ(f? zT,K(t)) 
fAtI = 
I wKz(t? zT,K(t))I ’ 
if W,dt, zT,dt)) Z 0, 
(2.4) 
L 0, otherwise, 
fi(f) = Wfe(t, ZT,K(f)) -f,(t), 
we have Wdc zT,,dt))=fm(t)+fi(~) and IIfm(t)llL;r~k3. 
By (W4) for W,( t, z), we have 
If,(t)1 = I WAC ZT,K(f)) -fco(r)l 
=max(IWKz(f,~T,K(t))l -k,,O} 
G MWAt> zT,At)), zT,,df)). 
Thus we get from (2.4) that 
s 2nT IIfiIIL;~~<k2 ( W~z(f~ zT,K)~ ‘T,K) dt 0 
Therefore we have 
LEMMA 2.3. Let z(t) be a 2nT-periodic solution of 
i=JAz+f(t), 
z(0) = z(2nT), 
(2.5) 
where f( t) E LirrT. Then there is a constant C, > 0 independent of TE F+J such 
that 
IIZ(t)llL;-,,d c3 IIf(N.:,,+L;0,7 for all f(t). (2.6) 
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Before giving a proof of Lemma 2.3, we give a remark. Let F, (resp. F,) 
be a stable (resp. unstable) subspace of R2N of the flow defined by i = JAz. 
By the assumption (A), we can see 
R2”=Fs@Fu, 
and Fs and Fu are invariant under JA and ercJA). Moreover we have 
le ‘(JA)~I d COeCn’ 1x1 for taOandxEFS, 
le-‘(JA)yI d C,e-“’ lyl for t>OandyEE;, 
(2.7) 
where Co > 0 and a > 0 are constants independent of x, y, and t. In what 
follows, we denote the projections by 
p.,:RZN+Fs and P,: R2N + F,. (2.8) 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let z(t) be a 2rcT-periodic solution of (2.5). Then 
we have for t E [0,2nT] 
z(t) = e z(JA)Zos + I ’ e(‘- “JAP,f(t) dt 0 
where 
f 
2nT 
+ e(th2nT)JAZ 
ou - e’r-7)JAP,f(~) dT (2.9) I 
Z Os=(Z-e ZxT(JA)) - 1 jIz= e(2KT-T)JAP,f(~) dz E F,, 
Z ou= -(Z-e- 2xT(JA))p’ ~~~Te~.“B,l(r)d?~F,- 
By (2.7), there is a constant CL > 0 independent of TE N such that 
for all fi E L:,=, f, E LzT and t E [0,27cT]. 
From the definition of the norm II . /I L;,,+ LET, we have 
forall MEL inT and t E [0,2nT]. 
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Similarly there is a constant Cg’ > 0 independent of TE N such that 
2nT 
for all fE,&and CE [0,27rT]. 
We also have 
IIt& e 2-y)IFsII <cd”, 
Il((Z- e- 2-4))--1)I/J < cg”, 
for a constant Cg” > 0 independent of TE N. 
Therefore we can deduce (2.6) from (2.9). 1 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Combining Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we get the 
desired result: 
IiZT,K(t)iI L&G c3 II WKz(f, ZT,Kw)ll&+L~ < c,c,. Zn7 1 
In case IV(t, z) does not depend on t E R, we can get an L” estimate for 
~~,~(t) without assumption (W4) as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that W(z) is independent oft E R and assume 
(A), (Wl)-(W3). Then there is a constant C; > 0 independent of TE N and 
K > 1 such that 
IlzT.K(r)llL;T< c; 
for all TE N and K> 1. 
Proof: In case W(z) is independent of t, so is W,(z) by its definition. 
Since ~~,~(t) is a solution of (HS:T,K), 
R T,K=HK(ZT,K(f)) = f(AZT,K(f)~ ZT,K(f)) + WK(ZT,K(f)) 
does not depend on t. 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we have 
(2.10) 
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By (W3), we have for z E lRZN, 
IVz, z)l < c lz12 <C’(kl Izl’y < C’W,(z)2’“. 
Hence we get 
&4z, z) + W,(z) < ~c’w,(zp”+ W,(z) 
< 2W,(z) + C” 
for all z E R2N. 
By (2.10), we get 
27cTi?,,Q 2 W,(z,,,) dt + 2rcTC” 
-1 
M+ 27tTC”. 
Thus we get BT,K< C”‘. That is, 
$tAZT,Ktth ZT,K(f)) + WK(ZT,K(f)) G c”’ (2.11) 
for all TE N, K> 1, and t E R. We can deduce the desired result from (2.11) 
and (W3) easily. 1 
Since zT,K( t) is a C ’ solution of (HS :T, K), we have the following as a 
corollary to Propositions 2.1 and 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.5. There is a constant C, > 0 independent of TE N and 
K> 1 such that 
llzT.K(tN C’ G Cd 
for all TE N and K3 1. 
By Propositions 2.1 and 2.4, we can see for sufficiently large K, 3 1 that 
and zT,Ko(t) is a 2xT-periodic solution of the original problem (HS:T). In 
what follows, we fix such a K,>, 1 and denote zT,+,(t) by zr(t), and con- 
sider the behavior of zT(t)=zT,KO(t) as T-r co. We remark here that (i), 
(ii) of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 hold for m = mK,. In the following subsections 
we prove (iii) of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. 
2.2. Uniform Estimates of IJz,(t)l/E2nT and JIzT(t)JILs,, 
In this subsection, we get some uniform estimates for zT(t) =~~,~,,(t). 
Using these estimates, we can pass to the limit as T+ co. 
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LEMMA 2.6. There is a constant C, > 0 independent of TE N such that 
IlZTll EZnT G c, for all. TE N. 
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we have 
= 
2 (W,z(t> ZT)> ZT) - W,(t, zT) dt 
W,(t, ZT) dt. 
Thus by (W3), we get 
(2.12) 
On the other hand; writing zT = z; + z; E E&O E&, we have 
I 
2nT 
o=~;I&)(zT+ -Z;)= llZ&/ (w,,(t, ZT), Z,’ -Z,)dt> o 
i.e., 
IIZTII & = I 
2nT 
( WKoz(t, z,), Z,’ -z,) dt. (2.13) 
0 
By (W5), for any E>O there is a C, >O such that 
I W,,(t, z)l GE I4 + c, M--l for all (t, z) E R x R2”‘. (2.14) 
So we have 
s 
2nT 
(w,,,(t,zT),z,‘-z,)dt~E 
0 s 
2nT 
IzTIiz; -z;l dt 
0 
By (1.9), we get 
s 2nT (W,,(t, zT), ZT’ -Z,) dt 0 
d EC2 liZTil ilrT + ccc, llzTll :;,; bTll Ezn~’ (2.15) 
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Combining (2.12), (2.13) and (2.15) we get 
IIZTII & d EC2 IIZTII &g 
+c,c, f-l ( > 
- (a - 1 )/a 
~-(“-‘)/~M(“-‘)b IIZTIIEZnT. 1 
Choosing E > 0 sufficiently small, we get 
llzrllh,i~* (;- 1) 
-(a- 1)/a 
k ~ (a ~ 1 )/u&J cm ~1 )/a 1 
Therefore we get the desired result. 1 
COROLLARY 2.7. There is a constant C6 > 0 independent of p E [2, m ] 
and T E N such that 
IIZTIIL~,,~ G for ail PE [2, 001 and TE N. (2.16) 
ProoJ: It follows from (1.9) and Lemma 2.6 that 
IIZTII L;,, dc2 lI~TllE~,Tdc2cs. 
We get (2.16) from the above estimate and (2.3). 1 
Next we obtain a uniform estimate of ((zT(jL;r from below. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. There is a constant 6 > 0, which is independent of 
TE N, such that 
IIZTIIL~,~ 6 for all TE N. 
Proof: By the assumption (W5), for any E > 0 we can find a 6, > 0 such 
that 
I W,z(t, z)l GE I4 for IzI <6,. (2.17) 
Suppose that llzAt)ll L;T-. <6,. Then, using (2.17), we have as in the proof 
of Lemma 2.6 
s 
2rrT 
lizTliiz,,= (w,;(t,zT)~Z;-Z;)dt 
0 
s 
2nT 
de izTIIz; -z;l dt 
0 
Q E IIZTII i&T 
GEC2 ilzTll;~,,~ 
505394’2.9 
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Choosing EE (0, 1/c2), we have z,=O. But this contradicts I,,,&.) 2 
m>O. Therefore we have Ilz.ll.zr>6,. 1 
2.3. Limit Process for z,(t)-Proofs of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 
We can find a sequence (ZT)TE N of integers such that 
We remark that ZT(t) E z,(t + 27cZ,) is a solution of (HS) satisfying (i), (ii) 
of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 and I,@,) = Z,,,(z,). In what follows, we show 
that (Z,(t)) Tt N possesses the compactness property (iii) of Theorems 0.1 
and 0.2. 
By Corollary 2.5, we can extract a subsequence from any given sequence 
of integers T, + co-we still denote it by T,-such that 
ZT” = z,“(t + 2771,) -+ z,(t) in C :,,( R, V), (2.19) 
where z,(t) E C’(R, R2N) is a solution of (HS). The following Lemma 2.9 
completes the proofs of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. 
LEMMA 2.9. z,(t) satisfies the following 
(i) z,(t) $0. 
(ii) z,(t)E Lp([w, IW2N) for all pE [2, co]. 
(iii) z,(t) + 0 as t -+ foe. 
Proof: (i) By (2.18) and (2.19), we have 
max b,(t)1 = sup Iz,(t)l E Cd, C,l. 
IE [0,2n] 1eR 
(2.20) 
Therefore we have (i) via Proposition 2.8. 
(ii) For p E [2, 00 ), we have from Corollary 2.7 for any R > 0 
s 
R 
-R Izco(t)lP dt= lim JR Iz,At + 2~~,)1 p dt n-m -R 
<lim sup IIzTIl&G C:. 
T-00 
Letting R + co, we get z,(t)E Lp(Iw, (W2N) for PE [2, 00). For p= co, 
(ii) follows from (2.20). 
(iii) Since z,(t) is a solution of (HS), we can write 
s f z,(t) = efCJa)zo + e(‘+r)JAPsJWKoz(q Z,(T)) dr -cc 
-jm e(‘-‘)JA~,JWK,,(q z,(o)) dT 
I 
(2.21) 
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for some z0 E R2N. By (ii) and (2.14), we have 
z,(t) E L2(R, LPN) and W,,(t, z,(t)) E L2(R R29 
By (2.7) we see 
s cc e(‘-r)-‘a~uJWKoz(~, z,(t)) dz E L2(R, iR2N). f 
On the other hand, we have erCJA) z0 4 L*( R, R”“) for z,, # 0. Thus z0 = 0 
follows from (2.21). Therefore we can easily deduce from (2.21) that 
z,(t)+0 as ItI + co. 1 
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.1 
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 1.1. Using Fourier 
series, we have the following representation of DZnT 
(@2nTz)(t)= C (-$&A) czie@” 
jcE 
(3.1) 
where 
(a, E @2N with api=%). (3.2) 
We also have 
l14~)l12;n,= 2nT 1 lai12. (3.3) 
jtH 
We remark that span{ae@” + tie-“*‘T; a E C2N} c LiX7. is invariant under 
the operator @2nT for all Jo N. EZlrT = D( 1@2nTI I’*) can be written 
E 2nT= z= C ajeg’lT; llzll&, 
jeZ 
~ZnT~~(l~~+Ala,,a,)<*}, (3.4) 
where (x, y) = C:z, xk yk for x = (x1, . . . . xzN), y = (y,, . . . . JJ*~) E Cziv. Note 
that -itV-- A(BE R) is a 2N x 2N Hermitian matrix and we can define 
Ii&l+ Al: c2N -+ @2N. 
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By the assumption (A), we have 
O#a(-ieJ-A) for all 8 E R. (3.5) 
We can see that - iBJ- A has N positive eigenvalues and N negative eigen- 
values (counting multiplicities). In fact, the eigenvalues are solutions of 
det(2+(iBJ+A))=O. 
By (3.5) we can see the number of positive (or negative) eigenvalues is 
independent of 6 E R. Dividing by 0 > 0, it equals to the number of positive 
(or negative) solutions of 
det(,l+(iJ+iA))=O. 
Passing to the limit as 8 --+ ~0, we see it equals to N. We &note the eigen- 
values of -iBJ-A by d;(e)< . . . ~1;(e)<O<L:(e)< . . . <n;(e) and 
the corresponding eigenvectors by r;(0), . . . . t;(e), t;(e), . . . . t,‘(e). We 
remark 
A;(-e)=n;(e), (3.6) 
and 
t;(-e)=m (3.7) 
for all 0 E R and k = 1, .,., N. 
LEMMA 3.1. Under the assumption (A), there are constants c, c’> 0 
independent of t3E Iw such that 
c(i+ lea< In:(e)1 wi + 101) (3.8) 
for all t9e [w and k= 1, . . . . N. 
Remark 3.1. (1.4) follows from (3.8). 
Proof Since n;(e) is a solution of 
det(i+(iJ+iA))=O, 
it is clear that 
I I 
c(e) ~ 1 
e 
as lel+o0. (3.9) 
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On the other hand, by (3.5) we have 
(3.10) 
for any L>O. Combining (3.9) and (3.10), we get (3.8). 1 
Now we can prove (i), (ii) of Proposition 1.1. 
Proof of(i) of Proposition 1.1. By (3.8), we have 
Thus by the definition of llzll 
ff 112 
H;fr and (3.4), we get (1.8) and E2*== 
2nT’ 1 
Proqf of (ii) of Proposition 1.1. It is suffices to prove 
Ilzll.;nT< c* IlzIIH~;T for zEHi/,2TforpE [2, co). (3.11) 
For z(t) of form (3.2), we have from Hausdorff-Young’s inequality and 
Holder’s inequality, 
< (2r~T)‘~~ 
(Jz ( 1 +$)-@~))12yIW* 
where l/p + l/q = 1. 
Since 
we get (3.11). 1 
Next we give a proof to (iii) of Proposition 1.1. We represent PL,: 
E 2KT + EzT by means of Fourier series. Let QB be a matrix associated to 
the projection C2N+span{r:(8); 1 <k<N}. Then we can see from (3.1) 
( P&Tz)( t) = 1 ( Q:Taj) eijt’T 
jEB 
(3.12) 
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for z(t) of form (3.2). By (3.6) and (3.7), we remark 
Q?,,+,=m for all jE Z. 
We can easily see from (3.12) that 
llP&zll Ezn~ d llz tl Ezn~ 
(3.13) 
for all z E EZnT. 
To prove the continuity of P&: L!&+ L!&, we introduce the operator 
Qp : L$, + L:, 
defined by 
(CT* z)(t) = c ( Q,&aj) eii’ 
JEZ 
for 
(3.14) 
z(t) = 1 ajeV’ (ajeQ: 2N with api=%). 
jcZ 
Since 
(3.15) 
we estimate the right hand side instead of the left hand side. We rely on the 
following SteEkin’s theorem (Theorem 3.5 of [3]). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (d(j)),,, be a function of bounded variation on Z. 
Then for each p E (1, co ) the operator 
(T,z)(t) = 1 4(j) ajeijr for z(t) = C a,e”’ 
jsZ jeZ 
is continuous as L$, + L$,. Moreover there is a constant C, > 0 independent 
of q5 such that 
(3.16) 
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Proof of (iii) of Proposition 1.1. We apply Proposition 3.2 to (3.14). By 
(3.15) and (3.16), we need only to prove the existence of C > 0 such that 
Var( Q,&) d C for all TE N. (3.17) 
We have 
Var(Q,&) = 1 IQ:+,,,,- Q&l 
jeZ 
(3.18) 
In what follows, we see the right hand side is finite (clearly it is indepen- 
dent of TE N ). We deal with only “ + ” case. The case “-” is treated 
similarly. First we prove sr IdQ,+/del de< co. 
Since Q,’ . is a projection operator corresponding to - iflJ- A, it is also 
corresponding to -iJ- (l/e) A. By Lemma 3.1, we can find constants 
a, b > 0 independent of 8 E [ 1, co) such that 
n<w~<b 1-1 
e 
forall 8E[l, co)andk=l,..., N. 
Since 2: (0)/e are eigenvalues of - iJ- ( l/e) A, we have 
Q,‘=&/ (i+iJ+ j!jA)-‘d[. 
Y 
Here, y is a cycle in the right half plane {z E C; Re z > 0} which surrounds 
the interval [a, b]. Thus 
dQ,+ 1 -=% 
de 
)-IA (i+iJ+$A)pl d(. 
Hence we have 
where C > 0 is independent of 8 > 1. Therefore we have 
(3.19) 
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Using the representation 
where y’ is a cycle in {z E C ; Re z > 0} surrounding the set 
{A:(0); k= 1, . . . . N, 10 < l}, we obtain 
Jl I ’ de,t dB<co. -I de 
Similarly to (3.19), we obtain 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
Combining (3.19)-(3.21), we obtain 
Thus we obtain (3.17). 1 
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